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Abstract

Mobile Ad hoc NETworks(MANET) are characterized
by bandwidth constrained wireless links, multiple hops
and highly dynamic topologies. Providing QoS support
in MANETs is hence a challenging task. This paper
presents the design, implementation and evaluation of
INORA, which is a network layer QoS support mecha-
nism that makes use of the INSIGNIA in-band signaling
mechanism and TORA routing protocol for MANETs.
TORA provides multiple routes between a given source
and destination. We present an effective coupling be-
tween TORA and INSIGNIA to get routes that are “best-
able” to provide QoS requirements for a flow. INORA
also combines congestion control with routing.

Keywords: MANET, QoS, in-band signaling, re-
source reservation, soft-state, routing

1 Introduction

Mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs) are infrastructure-
less networks of mobile nodes connected by wireless
links. The topology of the network changes with time
due to mobility of nodes. The channel conditions of the
wireless medium are also time-varying. Hence provid-
ing quality of service (QoS) support for the delivery of
real-time audio, video and data in MANETs presents a
number of technical challenges.

The dynamic nature of MANETs calls for the soft-
state reservation of resources across the network for
providing QoS support, as against hard-state reserva-
tions in wired networks. The QoS support can be pro-
vided at the MAC layer (e.g. MACA/PR[1]) or at the
network layer [2][3][4]. The network layer QoS sup-
port mechanisms can be be broadly categorized into
three classes, depending on the degree of coupling be-
tween the QoS resource management mechanisms and

the routing protocol.
QoS routing protocols search for routes with suffi-

cient resources for the QoS requirements. These proto-
cols work with the resource management mechanisms
to establish paths through the network that meet end-to-
end QoS requirements, such as delay or jitter bounds,
bandwidth demand [5]. CEDAR[2] is an example of a
routing protocol where the QoS provision mechanism is
intrinsically tied to the routing protocol. However, QoS
routing is difficult in MANETs. The overhead is too
high for the bandwidth limited MANETs because there
need to be mechanisms for a mobile node to store and
update link information. Also due to the dynamic nature
of MANETs, obtaining precise link information is very
difficult. Moreover, the traditional meaning that the re-
quired QoS should be maintained once a feasible path
is established is no longer true. The reserved resource
may not be guaranteed because of the mobility-caused
path breakage or power depletion of the mobile hosts.

QoS signaling is used to reserve and release re-
sources, set up, tear down and renegotiate flows in the
network. Such reservations can be both hard-state and
soft-state. The latter is preferable in MANETs, because
of the highly dynamic conditions in the network [6].
The signaling mechanism can be operated independent
of the routing protocol. Here there is no interaction
between QoS resource reservation mechanism and the
routing protocol, the latter merely provides the route be-
tween the source and destination of a flow. The signal-
ing protocol later establishes resources along the route
chosen by the routing protocol. Here the routing proto-
col is completely decoupled from the signaling mecha-
nism. INSIGNIA[3][6][7] is a good example for this.

An alternative to the above QoS signaling scheme
would be to have acoupling between the QoS mecha-
nism and the routing protocol. The coupling is looser
than in QoS routing. The routing protocol provides a
route between the source and destination of the flow.
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The signaling mechanism provides feedback to the rout-
ing protocol regarding the route chosen and asks the
routing protocol for alternate routes if the route pro-
vided doesn’t satisfy the QoS requirements. The IN-
ORA (INSIGNIA+TORA) scheme that is presented in
this paper belongs to this category. In INORA, IN-
SIGNIA makes a callback to TORA[8] asking for al-
ternate routes when the current route fails to meet the
QoS requirements.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.
In section 2 we give a brief overview of the INSIGNIA
signaling system on which our scheme is based. The
design and implementation of INORA is described in
depth in section 3. Simulations of our scheme are pre-
sented in section 4, and we conclude with pointers to
future work in section 5.

2 Overview of INSIGNIA signal-
ing system

The INSIGNIA[6] in-band signaling system plays an
important role in establishing, adapting, restoring and
terminating end-to-end reservations for flows. IN-
SIGNIA is designed to be light-weight in terms of the
amount of bandwidth consumed for network control. It
operates by setting up soft-state reservations for a flow
across the path from the source of the flow to the desti-
nation in a mobile ad hoc network.

INSIGNIA uses the IP Options field in the IP header
to convey the signaling information. The INSIGNIA
fields are shown in figure 1. When a source node wants
to establish a reserved QoS flow to a destination node,
it sets the RES bit of the INSIGNIA IP optionservice
mode of a data packet and sends the packet towards the
destination. On reception of a RES packet, the inter-
mediate nodes executeadmission controlto accept or
deny the request. When a node accepts a reservation re-
quest, resources are committed and subsequent packets
are scheduled accordingly. If the reservation is denied,
packets are treated asbest effort mode(BE) packets.
Thepayload type field identifies whether the packet is
of the typebase QoS(BQ) orenhanced QoS(EQ). This
is described in detail in [6]. Thebandwidth indicator
(BW_IND) allows the QoS flow to specify its maximum
(MAX) and minimum (MIN) bandwidth requirements
for adaptive services. During request establishment, the
bandwidth indicator reflects the resource availability at
the intermediate nodes along the path between source-

Figure 1: INSIGNIA IP options

destination pairs of different flows.

2.1 Admission Control

The source of a QoS flow sends out data packets with its
service mode IP options field set to RES. All the inter-
mediate nodes which receive packets with theirservice
modefield set to RES perform admission control. At the
first node where the admission control fails, the service
mode is changed to BE (best effort).

Admission control failure can occur either when the
node is unable to allocate at least the minimum required
bandwidth������� for the flow, or there is congestion
at the node, i.e. the queue-size at the node has exceeded
a threshold�� � ����.

2.2 QoS Reporting

QoS reporting is used to inform source nodes about the
current status of the flows. Destination nodes actively
monitor the current flows, inspecting thestatus infor-
mation(e.g. bandwidth indicator) andmeasured deliv-
ered QoS(e.g packet loss, throughput etc.). Although
the QoS reports are normally generated periodically ac-
cording to the sensitivity of application, QoS reports are
sent immediately when required. The source, on recep-
tion of a QoS report indicating a flow degrade from re-
served to best effort, may downgrade the flow. Here
the feedback is end-to-end from the destination to the
source.

3 INORA

INSIGNIA does not take any help from the network
with regard to redirecting the flow along routes which
are able to provide the required QoS guarantees. In IN-
ORA we make use of feedback on a per-hop basis to
direct the flow along route that is able to provide the
QoS requirements of the flow. We make use of the IN-
SIGNIA in-band signaling system and TORA routing
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protocol in the INORA scheme.
TORA operates by creating aDirected Acyclic Graph

(DAG) rooted at the destination. The DAG is extremely
useful in our scheme since it provides multiple routes
from the source to the destination. We use this routing
structure to direct the flow through routes that are able
to provide the resources for the flow according to the
QoS requirements of the flow. INORA can be classi-
fied into two schemes; we call one the coarse feedback
scheme, and the other the fine feedback scheme. The
two are described in the following subsections.

3.1 Coarse Feedback Scheme

The operations of the coarse-feedback scheme of IN-
ORA are illustrated through the following example.

Consider a QoS flow being initiated with node 1 as
the source and node 5 as the destination.

1. Let the DAG created by TORA be as illustrated in
figure 2. Let� � � � � � � � � be the path
chosen by the TORA routing protocol.

2. INSIGNIA tries to establish soft-state reservations
for the QoS flow along the path. Node 4 is the first
node at which admission control for the flow fails
(because of either of the conditions mentioned in
section 2.1). Node 4 sends an out-of-bandAdmis-
sion Control Failure(ACF) message to its previous
hop (node 3) (figure 3).

3. Node 3 realizes that the next hop node 4 is not
good for the current flow and re-routes the flow
through another downstream neighbor (node 6)
provided by TORA (figure 4).

4. If node 6 is able to admit the flow, the flow gets the
required reservations all along the path. The new
path would be�� �� �� �� � (figure 4)

5. If node 6 is unable to admit the flow, it sends an
ACF message to node 3 (its previous hop) (figure
5).

6. Node 3 realizes that it has exhausted all the down-
stream neighbors that it was provided by TORA.
So, it sends aAdmission Control Failuremessage
to its previous hop (node 2), indicating that none
of its downstream neighbors can accommodate the
flow (figure 6).
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Figure 2: INORA Coarse Feedback: node 4 is a bottle-
neck; admission control fails at node 4

7. Node 2 now tries with its other downstream neigh-
bors for the possibility of a path that can give the
required reservations to the flow.

Note that as a result of this scheme, it is possible that
different flows between the same source and destina-
tion pair can take different routes - as can be seen from
figure 7, that to go from node 1 to node 5, flow 1 takes
the path�� �� �� �� � and flow 2 takes the path
�� �� �� �� �.

While INORA is trying to find a good route for the
flow following admission control failure at an inter-
mediate node, the packets are transmitted asbest ef-
fort (BE) packets from the source to the destination.
It should also be noted that there is no interruption in
the transmission of a flow that has not been able to find
a route in which resources have been reserved all the
way from the source to the destination. Because of the
nature of theDirected Acyclic Graph(DAG), INORA
tries to get a route which satisfies QoS requirements lo-
cally. When this fails, the search for a route which sat-
isfies the QoS requirement becomes more global. In the
worst case, we would have searched the entire DAG for
a QoS route. The state introduced in the nodes due to
this search is soft. So, there is no overhead in maintain-
ing the state. This search, which goes on in the back-
ground does not affect the delivery of the packets of
the flow. Also, the scope of search for the routes is the
DAG. INORA only chooses an appropriate route from
the set of routes given by TORA. It does not trigger any
route-querying mechanism to find routes which will sat-
isfy theQoSrequirements. The philosophy of INORA
is that it tries to find better routes for a flow while the
transmisison of the flow continues without interruption.
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Figure 3: INORA Coarse Feedback: node 4 sends out-
of-band ACF to previous hop (node 3)
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Figure 4: INORA Coarse Feedback: node 3 redirects
the flow to node 6
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Figure 5: INORA Coarse Feedback: if node 6 fails to
admit the flow, it sends ACF message to node 3
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Figure 6: INORA Coarse Feedback: node 3, having ex-
hausted all its next-hops, sends a ACF to its previous
hop node 2
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Figure 7: INORA Coarse Feedback: different flows be-
tween same source-destination pair can take different
routes

Figure 8: TORA Routing Table in INORA

3.1.1 Implementation Details

When a node X receives an Admission Control Fail-
ure (ACF) message from its downstream neighbor Y, it
blacklists the downstream neighbor Y. Associated with
the blacklist entry is a timer, which makes sure that the
downstream neighbor Y is blacklisted long enough. The
node Y must be blacklisted for the expected period of
time required by INORA to search for a QoS route. This
time is chosen according to the size of the network.

The TORA routing table is restructured in INORA as
shown in figure 8. Associated with every destination,
there is a list of next hops which is created by TORA.
With the feedback that TORA receives from INSIGNIA
in INORA, TORA associates thenext-hopswith the
flows they are suitable for. So a routing lookup in IN-
ORA is based on the ordered pair������	
���	� ����.
If TORA does not have the information about the best
route for the given flow, the routing lookup is just based
on the destination. In that case, TORA gives the down-
stream neighbor with the leastheightmetric[8]. If any
of the nodes is not INORA-aware, normal operations of
INSIGNIA and TORA continue.
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3.2 Class-based Fine Feedback Scheme

In this scheme, we divide the������� ������ in-
terval into� classes, where����� is the minimum
bandwidth required by a QoS flow and����� is the
maximum bandwidth required by the QoS flow. The
IP options field in the IP header which carries the IN-
SIGNIA information, now carries an additionalclass
field. This field signifies the amount of bandwidth that
has been allocated for the flow along the path. The op-
eration of the protocol is illustrated by the following
example.

Consider a QoS flow being initiated with node 1 as
the source and node 5 as the destination, with minimum
bandwidth requirement����� and maximum band-
width requirement�����. Let the flow be admitted
with class� �� � �� at node 1.

1. Let the DAG created by TORA be as shown in fig-
ure 9. Let� � � � � � � � � be the path
chosen by the routing protocol.

2. INSIGNIA tries to establish soft-state reservations
for the QoS flow along the path.

3. Node 2 is able to admit the flow with class� as
was requested by its previous upstream hop node
��

4. Suppose that node 3 has admitted the flow with
class�, but has not been able to allocate the band-
width of class� �� � ��, as requested by its pre-
vious hop 2 (figure 10).

5. Node 3 now sends anAdmission Reportmessage
������� to the upstream previous hop (node 2),
indicating its ability to giveclass� bandwidth to
the flow (figure 10).

6. Node 2 splits the flow in the ratio of� to � � �
and forwards the flow to node 3 and node 7 re-
spectively, in that ratio. This means that the flow
of class� has been split into two flows of class�
and� � � and is forwarded to nodes 3 and 7 re-
spectively (figure 11).

7. Suppose that node 7 is unable to giveclass�� �
�� as requested by the upstream previous hop 2,
but is only able to give class	 �	 � � � ��. 7
sends an Admission Report message����	�� to
the upstream previous hop, node 2 (figure 12).
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Figure 9: INORA Fine-Feedback: node 3 has admit-
ted the flow with class�� but is not able to give the
bandwidth-class that node 2 (previous hop) is able to
give, say�, � � �.

8. Node 2, realizing that its downstream neighbors
have been unable to give theclass�, which it had
requested, informs its ability to give a class� �
	 �� � 	 � �� by sending aAdmission Report
���� � 	� to its previous hop node 1 (figure 13).

9. Node 1 now tries to find another downstream
neighbor, which might be able to accommodate the
flow with class��� �� � 	��.

Note that when a node is unable to admit a flow, ei-
ther because it cannot allocate the minimum bandwidth
����� required by the flow, or due to congestion at
a node, it sendsAdmission Control Failuremessages
as in the coarse-feedback scheme described in section
3.1. So, the fine-feedback scheme includes the fea-
tures of the coarse-feedback scheme. The fine-feedback
scheme, like the coarse-feedback scheme first tries to
search for a QoS route, which can give the requested
bandwidthclass locally. The search becomes more
global if it is not able to find locally the QoS route
which gives the required cumulative class. Also, it is
worth noting that a single flow can get split, and the
packets can take different routes from the source to the
destination (figure 14). This can result in packets being
received out of order at the destination. The real-time
applications with QoS requirements typically use RTP
as the transport protocol. RTP does re-ordering of the
packets. If TCP is used as the transport protoccol, pack-
ets arriving out of sequence can trigger TCP’s conges-
tion avoidance mechanisms. The effect of out-of-order
delivery on TCP has to be further investigated.

3.2.1 Implementation Details

Consider the example mentioned in 3.2. When node
2 receives an����� from node 3 and���	� from
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Figure 10: INORA Fine-Feedback: node 3 sends Ad-
mission Report����� to node 2.
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Figure 11: INORA Fine-Feedback: node 2 splits the
flow between the next hops, 7 and 3 in the ratio� � �
to � respectively.
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Figure 12: INORA Fine-Feedback: node 7 is unable
to give� � �, but only	 � � � �. It sends���	�
upstream.
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Figure 13: INORA Fine-Feedback: node 2 sends
���	� �� indicating the bandwidth that it can support.
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Figure 14: INORA Fine-Feedback: a single flow gets
split and takes different paths to the destination.

Table 1: Average delay of QoS packets
QoS Scheme Avg. end-to-end delay (sec)

No feedback 0.049
Coarse feedback 0.043
Fine feedback 0.034

Table 2: Average delay of all packets(QoS/non-QoS
packets)

QoS Scheme Avg. end-to-end delay (sec)

No feedback 0.108
Coarse feedback 0.021
Fine feedback 0.062

Table 3: Overhead in INORA schemes
QoS Scheme No. of INORA pkts/data pkt

Coarse feedback 0.0174
Fine feedback 0.1833
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node 7, indicating the ability of the downstream neigh-
bors to give classesl andn to the flow respectively, as
against the requested class� �� � 	 � ��, node 2
makes a note of the class that each downstream neigh-
bor has been able to allocate in theClass Allocation List
and associates timers with those entries. The TORA
routing tables here are similar to thecoarse-feedback
schemeas illustrated in figure8. There is an addi-
tional classfield in theflow entries of the routing ta-
ble. The routing table look-ups are made on the basis
of the ordered 3-tuple������	
���	� ���� ��
����	�
where�����	
���	 stands for the destination for which
we are looking up routes,��� stands for the flow for
which we are looking up routes and��
����	 stands for
the bandwidth class requested by the flow.

4 Simulations

We performedns-2simulations to evaluate the INORA
framework. The INSIGNIA code was obtained from
the COMET group at Columbia University [9]. The
TORA ns-2code was taken from the Center for Satel-
lite and Hybrid Communication Networks, University
of Maryland[10]. We made modifications to the IN-
SIGNIA and TORA source codes to incorporate the
INORA scheme. For the wireless environment, CMU
Monarch wireless extensions [11] forns-2were used.
We ran experiments with the INORA schemes (coarse-
feedbackandfine-feedback), and also the original IN-
SIGNIA and TORA, running independent of each other
without feedback. In the INORAfine-feedback scheme,
we choose the number of classes to be 5 (� 	 �).

Our simulation scenario is a��

���

� rectangu-
lar grid with 50 mobile nodes. The transmission range
of a node is��
 �. The node mobility followsRan-
dom Way-point Model.The nodes move with speeds
uniformly distributed between 0-20m/s. We have 10
flows, 3 of which have QoS requirements and the re-
maining 7 flows don’t have QoS requirements. The
packets(belonging to both QoS and non-QoS flows) are
of length 512 bytes.The sources generate CBR traf-
fic. The non-QoS flows have an inter-packet interval
of 0.1sec.(corresponding to a bandwidth�� 	 �
���
����). The QoS packets have an inter-packet rate of
0.05sec(corresponding to a bandwidth of����� ����).
The QoS flows request for a reservation of����� 	
�� 	 ����� ����, and����� 	 ��� 	 ������
����.

4.1 Results

We evaluate the performance of the INORA schemes
by observing the end-to-end delay of the packets and
the control message overhead.

The average end-to-end packet delay for the QoS
flows in different schemes is as shown in Table 1. We
see that the INORAcoarse-feedbackhas lesser aver-
age delay than INSIGNIA and TORA operating without
feedback. The INORAfine-feedbackscheme performs
better than the INORA coarse-feedback scheme. This
is because the INORA feedback schemes try to find
paths which can allocate the requested bandwidth reser-
vations to the QoS flows. Thefine-feedbackscheme
does this in a much fine-grained manner when com-
pared to thecoarse-feedbackscheme. So, we have
the fine-feedbackscheme performing better than the
coarse- feedbackscheme.

Table 2 shows the average end-to-end delay experi-
enced by all the packets (from both QoS and non-QoS
flows). We see that the INORA feedback schemes per-
form better than INSIGNIA and TORA operating with-
out feedback. It can be seen that the average delay
is reduced by�
 from the no feedback case in IN-
ORA coarse-feedbackscheme. By trying to find the
paths which can allocate the required bandwidth to the
flows and by performing load balancing in the network,
the INORA schemes ensure that the overall conges-
tion in the network is reduced. So, we have lesser
end-to-end delay for packets. We find that INORA
fine-feedbackscheme has higher average end-to-end de-
lay(for QoS and non-QoS packets) when compared to
INORA coarse-feedbackscheme. This is because the
INORA fine-feedbackscheme does fine-grained feed-
back (by splitting the QoS flows along different paths),
which benefits the QoS flows more at the cost of the
non-QoS flows.

Table 3 shows the overhead in the INORA schemes.
We find that the number of INORA control messages
transmitted per every QoS data packet delivered is
more for the fine-feedback scheme as compared to the
coarse-feedback scheme. This is as expected because
of the additionalAdmission Reportmessages for fine-
grained control in the fine-feedback scheme.

5 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper INORA, a QoS support mechanism using
INSIGNIA in-band QoS signaling system and TORA
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routing protocol for ad hoc networks, has been pro-
posed. The implementation and an evaluation of IN-
ORA has also been presented. We have shown by sim-
ulations that INORA schemes do well by trying to find
paths in the network that can allocate the requested
bandwith requirements. By performing load-balancing
in the network, they also aid the delivery of non-QoS
flows.

We plan to do further work with INORA in conges-
tion control. In wireless networks, congestion at a wire-
less node is related to congestion in its one-hop neigh-
borhood. We intend to incorporate a suitable mecha-
nism in INORA to reflect this fact, so that congested
neighborhoods can be avoided by QoS flows. The ef-
fect of out-of-sequence delivery on TCP in the INORA
coarse-feedback scheme should also be investigated.
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